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Project Brief
The Poverty-Environment Initiative (PEI) in Lao PDR aims to strengthen capacity of targeted central and provincial
authorities to integrate poverty-environment concerns and opportunities in key development planning processes.
The Initiative is not one stand-alone project but has been designed primarily to provide targeted support to
ongoing programmes.
This project document – Investment in Lao PDR: minimizing the social and environmental impacts - corresponds to
Output 2 of the overall PEI country programme, as set out in the ‘PEI Framework for Lao PDR’. Output 2 aims to
strengthen the capacity of national and provincial authorities to plan and manage investment in a manner that
seeks to maximize pro-poor and pro-environmental outcomes. The project will work with the Investment
Promotion Department in the Ministry of Planning and Investment and provincial authorities to strengthen skills to
design, negotiate, plan, monitor and enforce appropriate investment contracts. In particular the project will
encourage central and provincial authorities to use integrated spatial planning resources, existing cost-benefit
analysis material, community consultation mechanisms, close coordination with the Environment and Social
Impact Assessment Department of WREA, and south-south learning events to produce integrated investment
strategies that are beneficial at the provincial level and assist Lao PDR to graduate from Least Developed Country
(LDC) status by 2020.These activities will support the government to implement the revised Investment Law for
Lao PDR (currently under consideration by the National Assembly).
MPI has selected four provinces within which to focus PEI provincial activities – Oudomxay, Phongsaly, Saravane
and Savannakhet. PEI will coordinate its provincial activities with two parallel development initiatives – the
Northern Uplands Core Coherent Program (AFD/EC/GTZ/SDC) in Phongsaly, and the ADB-IFAD Sustainable Natural
Resource Management and Productivity Enhancement project in Saravane and Savannakhet. Activities will also
aim to link closely with the ongoing UNDP Governance and Public Administration Reform programme (GPAR) in
Saravane.
The proposed timeframe for PEI Phase I in Lao PDR is 30 months: July 2009 to end December 2011.

UNDAF Outcomes/Indicators: UNDAF Outcome 1: By 2011, the livelihoods of poor, vulnerable and
food insecure populations are enhanced through sustainable
development (within DMG framework)
Expected Country Programme Outcomes: Outcome 1: Improved and equitable access to land, markets
and social and economic services, environmentally sustainable utilization
of natural resources, with balanced population growth.
Expected Country Programme Outputs: Output 1.2: The role of biodiversity, agro-biodiversity, land
management and environment in general in livelihood improvements and
poverty reduction strengthened through enhanced knowledge
management and management capacity. Outcome 1.3: Enhanced
management capacity of the Government in meeting its international
environmental obligations through strengthened implementation of
multilateral environmental agreements and related national policies and
legislation.
Implementing Partner:

Investment Promotion Department, MPI
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2 OVERALL PROJECT OUTPUT
The overall project output will be the enhanced capacities of national and provincial
authorities to plan and manage investments for poverty reduction and sound environmental
management.

3 STRATEGY
This document lays out the activities and management arrangements that constitute Output
2 of the broader PEI for Lao PDR.
The overall goal of the UNDP-UNEP Poverty Environment Initiative (PEI) in Lao PDR is to
effectively integrate the environmental concerns of poor and vulnerable groups into policy,
planning and implementation processes for poverty reduction, pro -poor growth and
achievement of the MDGs. More specifically, PEI in Lao PDR aims to strengthen the capacity
of targeted national and provincial authorities to integrate environmental concerns and
opportunities for poverty reduction in key development planning and implementation
processes through four distinctive but mutually reinforcing output objectives:
Output 1: Integrate poverty reduction and environmental sustainability linkages in
the 7th National Socio Economic Development Plan (NSEDP) 2011 -2015 and
facilitating policy maker’s better access to policy relevant research products on
poverty-environment linkages for their informed decision -making;
Output 2: Enhance capacities of national and provincial authorities to plan and
manage investments for poverty reduction and sound environmental management;
Output 3: Support the strengthening of the Environmental and Social Impact
Assessment (ESIA) Department of WREA to ensure comprehensive review and
approval processes of environmental and social assessments and management plans
based on the law and good science in effective coordination with the concerned line
ministries and state enterprises;
Output 4: Increase National Assembly members’ understanding of poverty reduction
and environmental management and their capacity in reviewing and discussing new
legislation related to environmental conservation, rural livelihoods and natural
resource management.
The full PEI programme arrangements for all four outputs are recorded in the “ PEI
Framework in Lao PDR”. PEI will be nationally implemented through supervision and support
by the UNDP, largely by linking with existing programmes and coordinated by the Ministry of
Planning and Investment (MPI). For Output 2, hereafter ‘the project’, the Investment
Promotion Department (IPD) of the MPI will be the focal government agency.
As an output of PEI, this project will run simultaneously to the other PEI components
outlined above. The proposed timeframe for PEI Phase I in Lao PDR is 30 months, therefore
it is expected that the project will commence in July 2009 and end in December 2011.
The project will recruit two full time staff – one international technical advisor and one
national investment expert – who will be located in the IPD to support project activities at
the central and provincial levels. The international technical advisor will also support the
other PEI components.
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Distribution of effort by International Technical Advisor between PEI outputs
Output
1. Planning
2. Investment
3. ESIA
4. NA

Effort (%)
15
65
5
15

Following a selection process, MPI has identified four provinces within which to focus its
provincial activities – Oudomxay, Phongsaly, Saravane and Sa vannakhet. PEI will closely
coordinate its provincial activities with a number of parallel development initiatives – the
Northern Uplands Core Coherent Program (AFD/EC/GTZ/SDC) in Phongsaly, the ADB-IFAD
Sustainable Natural Resource Management and Producti vity Enhancement project in
Saravane and Savannakhet, GPAR in Saravane.
In undertaking provincial capacity building activities, PEI will seek to build on the current and
planned activities of the UNDP Governance and Public Administration Reform programme
(GPAR) at the sub-national level, especially through the GPAR’s presence in Saravane
province. Given GPAR’s strength in improving local governance, PEI will coordinate its
provincial-level capacity building in investment management with GPAR’s work in supp orting
decentralized finance and planning systems, improving central -local relations and
strengthening government policy analysis and formulation capacity .
Activities being undertaken to support the investment management process will
complement support being provided to the National Assembly, and support to the
elaboration of the 7 th NSEDP. For example, the provincial investment strategies are
intimately linked with provincial planning processes, whereas the National Assembly will
revise the new Investment Law and play an active role in influencing investment processes
at both the provincial and national levels.
Coordination with other donor-funded projects is outlined in Section 5.
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ANNUAL WORK PLAN: 2009

EXPECTED CP OUTPUTS
and indicators including
baseline and annual target

Key Activities
(List all the activities to be
undertaken during the year towards
stated output)

TIMEFRAME
Q3

RESPONSIBLE
PARTY

PLANNED BUDGET

Q4
Source of
Funds

Budget Description

AmountUSD
Q3 2009

AmountUSD
Q4 2009

Grand Total

Output 2 of PEI Framework : Capacities of national and provincial authorities to plan and manage investments for poverty reduction and sound environmen tal management
increased
Output 2.1: National level capacities strengthened to ma nage investment processes in a manner that minimized negative environmental impacts and maximizes social benefits
Activity Result 2.1. Strengthen capacity of national officials to minimise social and environment impacts through improved i nvestment management
2.1 Targets
1. Comprehensive
understanding of the
investment process at the
national level, encompassing
stakeholders involved,
institutional arrangements
and capacity needs

Action 2.1.1. Assess national level
investment process, i nvolving:
- review investment process and MPI's
role
- undertake a capacity needs
assessment of Investment Promotion
Department
- review project AWP & RRF accordingly

X

X

UNDP

TRAC/00011

71199

International TA (short term)

5,000

10,000

15,000

2. Investment process
significantly strengthened
through key policy
documents, that include an
outline of a national
investment strategy and one
model contract for
agriculture related
investments

Action 2.1.2. Support the development of
the implementing decree of the new
Investment Law, through a national level
workshop / consultations that assess
social (including gender) and
environmental impacts of investments,
coordinated closely with World Bank
support

X

X

UNDP

TRAC/00012

71200

International TA (full time
advisor)

1,600

4,650

6,250

IPD

TRAC/00012

73100

Workshop (consultations)

-

4,000

4,000

3. Key Implementing
Partners investment
management capacity
strengthened
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2.1. Indicators
1. Technical report
outlining national level
investment processes
and associated
capacity needs
2. Model investment
contract for
concessions
developed
3. At least 10
government staff with
enhanced knowledge
of investment
management to
minimize negative
environmental impacts
and maximize positive
social impacts
2.1 Baselines:
1. Detailed technical
report outlining
investment processes
and capacity needs
not yet elaborated
2. Investment policy
documents
strengthened through
the integration of
environmental and
social considerations
3. Limited training on
environment and
social implications of
investments

Action 2.1.3. Support the development of a national
investment strategy with information on social and
environmental impacts and appropriate policy and
fiscal measures (including tax incentives), involving:
- preparation of technical briefs
- realization of one national level workshop to outline
key components of the strategy
Action 2.1.4. Support the preparation and
implementation of model contracts for different types
of agriculture-related investments that incorporate
best practices for monitoring and evaluation,
environmental and social obligations, and which can
be adapted to the provincial context (activity to be
undertaken together with MAF, WR EA, NLMA, MEM)
Action 2.1.5. Develop and disseminate policy,
technical briefs and guidance that apply existing
analysis and research on the environmental and social
costs and benefits - of which at least one includes a
specific gender analysis - of investment choices

Action 2.1.6. Unde rtake one training event for key
government staff at the national level to support better
informed investment management through the use of
integrated spatial planning (ISP) resources in
accordance with the Investment Law including (i)
raising awareness of existing spatial planning
resources available; (ii) interpreting land use suitability
maps and other spatial planning resources; and (iii)
managing investment decisions through spatial
planning (drawing on existing WREA, NLMA and other
concessions databas es)

X

X

X

X

X

X

UNDP

TRAC/00012

71200

IPD

TRAC/00012

73100

International TA (full time
advisor)
Workshop

3,250

10,500

13,750

-

4,000

4,000

TRAC/00012

71600

Travel and DSA

-

6,000

6,000

IPD

PEF

74200

-

2,000

2,000

IPD

TRAC/00012

71600

Printing (including
communication material)
Travel and DSA (consultations environment and social impact
aspects of new investment
regulations)

-

4,000

4,000

IPD

TRAC/00012

73100

Workshop

-

6,000

6,000

UNDP

PEF

71200

International TA (full time
advisor)

1,625

4,875

6,500

IPD

PEF

71300

National Consultant (full time)

2,250

6,750

9,000

IPD

PEF

73100

Cost benefit workshop

-

11,000

11,000

IPD

TRAC/00012

74200

-

5,000

5,000

IPD

PEF

72300

Printing (including
communication material for
2.1.3 and 2.1.5)
Maps and materials

-

1,000

1,000

IPD

PEF

74500

Miscellaneous - office support
for Investment Promotion
Department

1,000

1,500

2,500

IPD

PEF

73100

IPD, WREA, ESIA workshop

3,000

4,000

7,000

UNDP

ISP

74200

Training Materials and printing

2500

4000

6500
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Action 2.1.7. Establish mechanisms for coordination
with WREA, MAF and other line ministries in the
implementation of the new ESIA decree and
Investment Law
Action 2.1.8. Document and promote good practices in
the private sector related to minimizing social and
environmental impacts i.e. corporate social
responsibility through relevant fora such as Lao
Business Forum, together with MIC, Lao Chamber of
Commerce, and other development partners

Activity 2.1.9. Support consultative process and
technical analysis of possible options publically
accessible online database in Lao and English of
concessions in Lao PDR (together with WREA, NLMA
and MAF)

X

X

IPD

PEF

73100

Workshop

-

3,000

3,000

X

IPD

PEF

73100

Workshops on CSR, etc.

-

5,000

5,000

IPD

PEF

74200

Training Materials and printing

-

5,000

5,000

UNDP

TRAC

71200

International TA (full -time)

3,250

8,000

11,250

IPD

TRAC/00012

71300

National consultant (full -time)

1,500

500

2,000

IPD

PEF

71300

National consultant (full -time)

4,000

4,000

IPD

PEF

73100

Consultation workshops

-

6,000

6,000

IPD

TRAC/00012

71200

International TA (short -term)

-

10,000

10,000

IPD

PEF

72800

IT equipment

-

5,000

5,000

IPD

TRAC

72200

Office equipment and furniture

-

2,000

2,000

UNDP

TRAC/00012

72200

Vehicle

20,000

3,000

23,000

X

Sub-total Activity
Result 2.1.
By f unding sources
2.1.

44,975
PEF
TRAC

140,775

185,750

7,875

59,125

67,000

34,600

77,650

112,250

4,000

6,500

ISP
2,500
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Output 2.2: Provincial level institutional capacities strengthened for sound investment management
Activity Result 2.2. Strengthen institutions and processes to minimize social and environmental impacts of investment in sele cted provinces
2.2. Targets
1. Comprehensive understanding of
the investment process at the level of
two provinces (Saravanne and
Savannakhet), encompassing
stakeholders involved, institutional
arrangements and capacity needs
2. Institutional strengthening plan for
sound investment management
2.2 Indicators
1. One detailed technical report
outlining provincial level investment
processes and associated capacity
needs
2. Enhanced knowledge of at least 10
provincial government staff about
investment management to minimize
negative environmental impacts and
maximize positive social impacts
2.2. Baselines
1. Detailed technical report outlining
investment proces ses and capacity
needs at the provincial levels not yet
elaborated
2. No Provincial Investment strategy
with adequate social and
environmental safeguards
Sub-total Activity Result 2.2.
By funding sources 2.2.

Action 2.2.1. Review existing institutions,
processes and incentives related to investment
management (including resulting social and
environmental impacts, and mechanisms for
community consultation / dialogue, see activity
output 2.5) at Kumban, District and Provincial
levels (2 PEI target provinces in the South),
considering opportunities for participati on of both
men and women in the analysis
Action 2.2.2. Strengthen coordination
mechanisms on investment at the Provincial level
in two provinces to minimize environmental a nd
social impacts (including key stakeholders such
as Governors’ Offices, DPI, WREO, PAFO, Lao
Women's Union, etc. and in collaboration with key
development partners)
Action 2.2.3. Support the development of
Provincial Investment Strategies in two PEI target
provinces in the South that incorporate
environmental sust ainability and minimize social
and environmental impacts (in close coordination
with key development partners)

X

X

X

UNDP

TRAC/00012

71200

International TA (short -term)

3,000

7,000

IPD

PEF

71300

National Consultant (short -term)

1,000

2,000

10,000
3,000

IPD

PEF

71600

Travel and DSA

2,000

3,000

5,000

IPD

PEF

73100

Consultation workshops
(provinces)

-

5,000

5,000

IPD

TRAC/00012

73100

Consultation workshops

-

6,000
6,000

IPD

X

IPD

IPD

PEF

PEF

PEF

71300

71300

71600

IPD

PEF

73400

IPD

PEF

73100

IPD

Trac

73400

National Consultant (accountant
support)

-

National consultant (short-term)
to support provincial investment
strategies
Travel and DSA for Workshop
on provincial investment
strategy
Transportation for Workshop on
provincial investment strategy
Rent and Maintenance for
Workshop on provincial
investment strategy
Vehicle running costs

-

3,000
3,000
4,500
4,500

8,000

8,000

1,000
1,000

1,000
1,000

-

1,000

1,000

7,000

40,500

47,500

PEF

3,000

27,500

30,500

TRAC

4,000

13,000

17,000

ISP
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Output 2.3: Provincial level organizational and individual capacities strengthened for soun d investment management
Activity result 2.3. Provincial level capacities assessed and targeted training events undertaken
2.3 Targets
1. Comprehensive understanding of the
investment pr ocess at the level of two
provinces (Saravanne and Savannakhet),
encompassing stakeholders involved,
institutional arrangements and capacity
needs
2. Key Implementing Partners investment
management capacity strengthened in
Saravanne and Savannakhet provinc es
2.3 Indicators
1. One detailed report outlining provincial
and district level technical capacities and
associated capacity needs for sound
investment management
2. Enhanced technical knowledge of at
least 20 provincial authorities about
investment mana gement to minimize
negative environmental impacts and
maximize positive social impacts
2.3 Baselines:
1. Limited knowledge concerning specific
technical capacities and capacity needs of
provincial and district level officials for
investment management
2. Limited training on environment and
social implications of investments at
provincial levels
Sub-total Activity Result 2.3.
By funding sources 2.3 .

Action 2.3.1. Undertake an assessment of
provincial and district level technical capacity
needs for appraising, locating and negotiating
investments including (but not limited to): (i)
integrated spatial planning; (ii) ESIA; (iii) village
and kumban consultation (see activity output 2.5,
in collaboration with key development partners);
and (iv) revie w AWP accordingly

Action 2.3.2. Undertake tr aining events for
Governors’ Office, DPI, PAFO, WREO, DEM,
and others from 2 provinces to promote the use
of integrated spatial planning resources in
accordance with the Investment Law including (i)
raising awareness of existing spatial planning
resources available; (ii) interpreting land use
suitability maps and other spatial planning
resources; and (iii) managing investment
decisions through spatial planning (drawing on
existing concessions databases)

X

X

X

X

IPD

PEF

71600

IPD

PEF

73100

IPD

PEF

72400

Travel and DSA (workshop in
2 PEI target provinces in the
South) and Field based
training
Rent/Maintenance (workshop
in 2 provinces) Field based
training

3,000

6,000

9,000

-

6,000

6,000

Communication (workshop in 2
provinces) Field based training

200

500

National Consultant (short term)
Training Materials and printing

1,000

3,000

4,000

-

1,000

1,000

500

500

1,000

2,000

2,000

4,000

-

4,000

4,000

2,000

5,000

7,000

IPD

PEF

71300

IPD

PEF

74200

IPD

PEF

74500

Miscellaneous for Workshop in
the PEI 2 target provinces in
the South and Field based
training

IPD

PEF

73400

Travel and DSA

UNDP

ISP

74200

Training Materials and printing

UNDP

ISP

73400

Travel and DSA

700

8,700

28,000

36,700

PEF

6,700

19,000

25,700

TRAC

-

-

2,000

9,000

ISP

11,000
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Output 2.4: Monitoring and enforcement of investment compliance
Activity result 2.4. Strengthen provincial level authorities capacity to monitor and enforce investment compliance
2.4. Targets
1. Key IPs have significantly
increased awareness of monitoring
and enforcement requirements and
associated capacity needs
2.4 Indicato rs:
1. One detailed report outlining
monitoring and enforcement
requirements and provincial and
district level technical capacities and
associated capacity needs
2. Enhanced technical knowledge of
at least 20 provincial level
authorities about monitoring and
enforcing investment requirements
2.4. Baselines:
1. Few investments effectively
monitored and enforced in pilot
provinces

Action 2.4.1. Undertake an assessment of
monitoring and enforcement re quirements
at provincial and district levels for
investment contracts, including an analysis
of technical capacity needs (in collaboration
with key development partners and with
activity 2.3); and review AWP accordingly
Action 2.4.2. In conjunction with key line
agencies, initiate the development of a
coordinated monitoring and enforcement
plan for the two southern provinces in
Saravanne and Savannakhet Provinces

2.4.3. Elaborate baselines of investments
and environmental impacts in the two
southern provinces

X

X

X

X

UNDP

TRAC/00012

71200

International TA (full time)

2,500

7,250

9,750

IPD

TRAC/00012

71600

Travel and DSA

-

3,000

3,000

IPD

PEF

73100

Workshop

-

5,000

5,000

IPD

TRAC/00012

74200

Printing materials

-

2,800

2,800

IPD

TRAC/00012

71600

Travel and DSA

-

4,000

4,000

UNDP

PEF

Contractual Services

-

31,800

31,800

TRAC

Contractual S ervices

-

5,000

5,000

2,500

58,850

61,350

PEF

-

36,800

36,800

TRAC

2,500

22,050

24,550

-

-

-

Sub-total Activity Result 2.4 .
By funding sources 2.4.

ISP
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Output 2.5: Community consultation in investment management
Activity Result 2.5. Strengthen role of community consultation (at district -kumban-village level) to inform investment decisions,
management and monitoring
2.5 Targets:
1. Appropriate mechanisms for
strengthening community consultation to
inform investment decisions, management
and monitoring (institutional and informing)
identified, documented, and p iloted
2.5 Indicators:
1. At least one province pilots community
consultation mechanisms to inform
investment decisions

Action 2.5.1. Facilitate the development
of mechanisms for local people (both
men and women) to provide input to
decision making processes on proposed
investments, together with the Lao
Front, Lao Wome n's Union, Provincial
National Assembly Offices, and other
relevant institutions in Saravanne and
Savannakhet provinces
Office support (Vientiane)

X

X

UNDP

TRAC/00012

71200

International TA (full -time)

-

IPD

TRAC/00012

71300

National Consultant (short term)

-

3,700

3,700

IDP

TRAC/00012

71600

Travel and DSA
(workshops in 2 provinces)
and Field based training

-

7,000

7,000

IPD

TRAC/00012

73400

Vehicle running costs

2.5 Baselines:
1. No effective mechanism for consistent
local participation in investment approval
and management processes
Sub-total Activity Result 2.5.
By funding sources 2.5.

10,500

2,000

3,000

2,000

10,500

5,000

24,200

26,200

PEF

-

-

-

TRAC

2,000

24,200

26,200

-

-

-

65,175

292,325

357,500

Fund From PEF

17,575

142,425

160,000

Fund From TRAC:

43,100

136,900

180,000

Fund From ISP:

4,500

13,000

17,500

ISP

Total: Act.2.1+Act2.2+Act2.3+Act2.4+Act2.5:
Total by funding source :
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Summary of office running costs / support staff
(summarized from the table above)
Item
International TA
Assistant Project Manager (national consultant)
Accountant for Investment Promotion Dept.
IT equipment
Office furniture
Printing, paper, etc
Vehicle
Fuel, insurance, other vehicle costs

USD
68,000
15,000
3,000
5,000
2,000
2,500
23,000
6,000
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5 MANAGEMENT ARRANGEMENTS
The project will be national implemented by the Investment Promotion Department (IPD)
within the Ministry of Planning and Investment (MPI). The management arrangements for
the implementation of activities will follow the standard project management arrangements
for the UNDP Lao PDR supported projects. At all levels, the participation of women in the
processes of project planning, management, implementation, monitoring and evaluation will
be strongly encouraged.

Ø Proposed Project Organisation Structure
Project Board
Senior Beneficiary
Representatives of
Implementing Partner, key line
ministries (MAF, WREA),
select Provincial Gover nors,
and development partners

Project Assurance
UNDP Programme Officer
(Env. Unit)

Executive
Ministry of Planning and
Investment

Project Manager
Representative from IPD/MPI
(TBD)

Senior Supplier
UNDP

Project Support
Assistant Project Manager
Financial Officer/ Accountant

TEAM A

TEAM B

Investment Law and Policy

Monitoring and Enforcement

Main roles and responsibilities of the Project Board (Executive, Senior Beneficiary and Senior
Supplier), Project Manager, Project Assurance and Project Support are as follows.
Project Board is a group responsible for making decisions by consensus, management
decisions for a project when guidance is required by the Project Manager, including
recommendation for UNDP/Implementing Partner approval of project plans and revisions.
Project Board will:
•

Provide overall guidance and direction to the project, ensuring it remains within any
specified constraints;

•

Appoint a senior national Project Manager;

•

Address project issues as raised by the Project Manager;

•

Provide guidance and agree on possible countermeasures/management actions to
address specific risks;

•

Agree on Project Manager’s tolerances as required;

•

Review the Project Progress Report and provide direction and recommendations to
ensure that the agreed deliverables are produced satisfactori ly according to plans.
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•

Review Combined Delivery Reports (CDR) prior to certification by the Implementing
Partner;

•

Appraise the Project Annual Review Report, make recommendations for the next
AWP, and inform the Outcome Board about the results of the revi ew.

•

Provide ad-hoc direction and advice for exception situations when project manager’s
tolerances are exceeded;

•

Assess and decide on project changes throug h revisions.

Executive is an individual representing the project ownership to chair the Project Bo ard.
Senior Supplier is a group representing the interests of the parties concerned which provide
funding and/or technical expertise to the project. The primary function is to provide
guidance regarding the technical feasibility of the project.
Senior Beneficiary is a group of individuals representing the interests of those who will
ultimately benefit from the project. The primary function is to ensure the realization of
project results from the perspective of project beneficiaries.
Project Manager (PM) has the authority to run the project on a day-to-day basis on behalf of
the Implementing Partner within the constraints laid down by the Project Board. PM is
responsible for day-to-day management and decision-making for the project. PM will:
•

Plan the activities of the project and monitor progress against the initial quality
criteria.

•

Mobilize goods and services to initiative activities, including drafting TORs and work
specifications;

•

Monitor events as determined in the Project Monitoring Schedule Plan, and update
the plan as required;

•

Manage requests for the provision of financial resources by UNDP, using advance of
funds, direct payments, or reimbursement using the FACE (Fund Authorization and
Certificate of Expenditures) (including signature of FACE forms);

•

Monitor financial resources and accounting to ensure accuracy and reliability of
financial reports;

•

Responsible for preparing and submitting financial reports to UNDP on a quarterly
basis;

•

Manage and monitor the project risks initially identified , submit new risks to the
Project Board for consideration and decision on possible actions if required; update
the status of these risks by maintaining the Project Risks Log;

•

Be responsible for managing issues and requests for change by maintaining an Iss ues
Log;

•

Prepare the Project Progress Report (progress against planned activities, update on
Risks and Issues, expenditures) and submit the report to the Project Board and
Project Assurance;

•

Prepare the Annual review Report, and submit the report to the Project Board and
the Outcome Board;

•

Prepare the AWP for the following year, as well as Quarterly Plans if required;

•

Update the Atlas Project Management module if external access is made available.
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Project Assurance is the responsibility of each Project Board member; but can be delegated.
The project assurance role supports the Project Board through independent project
oversight and monitoring functions. Project Assurance will:
•

Ensure that funds are made available to the project;

•

Ensure that risks and i ssues are properly managed, and that the logs in Atlas are
regularly updated;

•

Ensure that critical project information is monitored and updated in Atlas, using the
Activity Quality Assessment page in particular;

•

Ensure that Project Progress Reports are p repared and submitted on time, and
according to standards in terms of format and content quality;

•

Ensure that financial reports are submitted to UNDP on time, and that CDRs are
prepared and submitted to the Project Board;

•

Perform oversight activities, such as periodic monitoring visits and “spot checks”.

•

Ensure that the Project Data Quality Dashboard remains “green”

Project Support provides project administration, management and technical support to the
Project Manager as required by the needs of the project or Project Manager. Project
Support will:
•

Set up and maintain project files

•

Collect project related information data

•

Update plans

•

Administer Project Board meetings

•

Administer project revision control

•

Establish document control procedures

•

Compile, copy and distribute all project reports

•

Assist in the financial management tasks under the responsibility of the Project
Manager

•

Provide support in the use of Atlas for monitoring and reporting

•

Review technical reports

•

Monitor technical activities carried out by responsible parties

Ø UNDP Support Services
As per the Letter of Agreement (LOA) between the Government of Lao PDR and UNDP with
respect to the provision of support services by the UNDP Country Office for nationally
implemented programmes and projects, the UNDP Country Office may provide, at the
request of the Implementing Partner, the following support services for the activities of this
project, and recover the actual direct and indirect costs incurred by the Country Office in
delivering such services as stipulated in the LOA:
a. Payments, disbursements and other financial transactions
b. Recruitment of staff, project personnel, and consultants
c. Procurement of services and equipment, including disposals
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d. Organization of training activitie s, conferences, and workshops, including
fellowships
e. Travel authorization, Government clearances ticketing, and travel arrangements
f.

Shipment, custom clearance, and vehicle registration

Ø Collaborative arrangements with related projects
The project will work closely with WREA at the national level and with provincial authorities
including the Governor’s office, Department of Planning and Investment, PAFO and WREO in
4 selected provinces – two from 2009-2010 and two more from 2010-2011.
The project will also seek synergies and complementarities with all other components of PEI;
the Southern Natural Resource Management and Agricultural Productivity Project being
developed by MAF; the Northern Uplands Project; GPAR on strengthening local public
administrations and governance, and others.
Ø Summary of the inputs to be provided by partners
The Government will make available civil servants in the output areas aimed at by the
project, including the Project Manager, Project Support personnel . IPD will provide office
space for the Project Team (consisting of the International Technical Advisor and a national
consultant, short term experts, plus assigned Government staff). The inputs are estimated at
the equivalent of a significant in-kind contribution to the project.
UNDP will commit its Regular (Core) Resources under the current CPAP and UNDP-UNEP
commits resources from the Poverty Environment Fund . UNDP-UNEP have furthermore
mobilized funds from the UN Japan Development Account.
UN agencies can bring to capacity development: research, experiences, and tools in capacity
development; relationships with governments and access to development partners; a
neutral and objective perspective in supporting standard approaches and methods; as well
as staff, networks, and experiences on the ground in developing countries. The UN brings a
corporate body of knowledge and experience in strategic, results -based project
management in the area of poverty-environment.
Ø Audit arrangements
Audit will be conducted in accordance with the UNDP NEX Audit policies and procedures,
and based on UNDG’s Harmonised Cash Transfer (HACT) policy framework.
Ø Agreement on intellectual property rights and use of logo on the project’s deliverables
These will be retrained by the employing organisatio n of the personnel who develops
intellectual products, either Government or UN/UNDP in accordance with respectively
national and UN/UNDP policies and procedures.
Ø Project management team (provisional)
Project Board Executive

MPI, Representative to be determined

Project Board Senior Supplier

UNDP, Representative to be determined
-Representative of Ministry MAF (To be determined)
-Representative of WREA (To be determined)
-Others (To be determined)
To be designated, Investment Promotion Department (IPD)
To be hired
Programme Analyst, UNDP Lao PDR

Project Board Senior Beneficiaries
Project Manager
International Technical Advisor
Project Assurance
Project Support Staff
Assistant project manager
Accountant

To be hired / decided
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6 MONITORING AND EVALUATION
In accordance with the UNDP Programme and Operations Policies and Procedures, the
project will be monitored through the following:
Ø Within the annual cycle
Ø On a quarterly basis, a quality assessment shall record progress towards the
completion of key results, based on quality criteria and methods captured in the
Quality Management table.
Ø Monthly and quarterly monitoring: UNDP/UNEP will participate in regular monthly
and quarterly meetings. The contents of the meetings will focus on the monthly or
quarterly work plan of the project and problems encountered in project
implementation.
Ø An Issue Log shall be activated in Atlas and updated by the Project Manager to
facilitate tracking and resolution of potential problems or requests for change.
Ø Based on the initial risk analysis submitted, a risk log shall be activated in Atlas and
regularly updated by reviewing the external environment that may affect the project
implementation.
Ø Based on the above information recorded in Atlas, a Project Progress Reports (PPR)
shall be submitted by the Project Manager to the Project Board through Project
Assurance, using the standard report format available in the Atlas Executive
Snapshot and spot checks.
Ø A project Lesson-learned log shall be activated and regularly updated to ensure ongoing learning and adaptation within the organization, and to facilitate the
preparation of the Lessons-learned Report at the end of the project
Ø A Monitoring Schedule Plan shall be activated in Atlas and updated to track key
management actions/events
Ø Annually
Ø Annual Review Report. An Annual Review Report shall be prepared by the Project
Manager and shared with the Project Board and the Outcome Board. As a minimum
requirement, the Annual Review Report shall consist of the Atlas standard format
for the QPR covering the whole year with updated information for each above
element of the QPR as well as a summary of results achieved against pre -defined
annual targets at the output level.
Ø Annual Project Review. Based on the above report, an annual projec t review shall
be conducted during the fourth quarter of the year or soon after, to assess the
performance of the project and appraise the Annual Work Plan (AWP) for the
following year. In the last year, this review will be a final assessment. This review is
driven by the Project Board and may involve other stakeholders as required. It shall
focus on the extent to which progress is being made towards outputs, and that
these remain aligned to appropriate outcomes. The results of this review will be
presented and discussed with other relevant stakeholders during the annual PEI
Coordination Forum.
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Ø External monitoring and evaluation: During the course of the PEI Lao PDR
implementation, one monitoring and evaluation exercise will be carried out to
assess the performance of this project, progress achieved so far and assess if the
project outputs and deliverables need adjustment. Detailed quarterly and annual
work plans as well as progress reports on the activities realized will be prepared for
each of the Outputs and, where appropriate, integrated into the broader
programme of support in this area. The abovementioned documents will have to
be, agreed upon and certified by the Project Board. The International Technical
Advisor will be responsible for completing the relevant sections of the project
quarterly progress report as well as the annual progress report using a specific
standard format.
•

Final report: A final report will be compiled and submitted to UNDP within three
months of the termination of this project. This report shall give a summary of the
actual outcomes, outputs and deliverables compared to the planned outcomes,
outputs, and deliverables. The report shall also give an assessment of the efficiency
of the project.
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7 LEGAL CONTEXT
This document together with the CPAP signed by the Government and UNDP on 28 March
2007, constitute a project document as referred to in Article I of the Standard Basic
Assistance Agreement (SBAA) between the Government of the Lao People's Democratic
Republic and the United Nations Development Programme, signed by the parties 10 October
1988. All CPAP provisions apply to this document. The host country implementing agency
shall, for the purpose of the SBAA, refer to the government co -operating agency described in
that Agreement.
The following types of revisions may be made to this PEI Lao PDR Framework with the
agreement and signature of the UNDP Resident Representative only, provided he or she is
assured that the other signatories of the project document have no objections to t he
proposed changes:
a) Revision of, or addition to, any of the annexes to the Project Document;
b) Revisions which do not involve significant changes in the immediate objectives,
outputs or activities of the project, but are caused by the rearrangement of the
inputs already agreed to or by cost increases due to inflation;
c) Mandatory annual revisions which re -phase the delivery of agreed project inputs or
increased expert or other costs due to inflation or take into account agency
expenditure flexibility; and
d) Inclusion of additional annexes and attachments only as set out here in this Project
Document.
Consistent with the Article III of the SBAA, the responsibility for the safety and security of
the implementing partner and its personnel and property, and of UNDP’ s property in the
implementing partner’s custody, rests with the implementing partner.
The implementing partner shall:
a) put in place an appropriate security plan and maintain the security plan, taking into
account the security situation in the country wher e the project is being carried;
b) assume all risks and liabilities related to the implementing partner’s security, and
the full implementation of the security plan.
UNDP reserves the right to verify whether such a plan is in place, and to suggest
modifications to the plan when necessary. Failure to maintain and implement an appropriate
security plan as required hereunder shall be deemed a breach of this agreement.
The implementing partner agrees to undertake all reasonable efforts to ensure that none of
the UNDP funds received pursuant to the Project Document are used to provide support to
individuals or entities associated with terrorism and that the recipients of any amounts
provided by UNDP hereunder do not appear on the list maintained by the Security Coun cil
Committee established pursuant to resolution 1267 (1999). The list can be accessed via:
http://www.un.org/Docs/sc/committees/1267/1267ListEng.htm . This provision must be
included in all sub-contracts or sub-agreements entered into under this Project Document.
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ANNEX 1. TERMS OF REFERENCE: NATIONAL CONSULTANT
UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
JOB DESCRIPTION

PEI National Consultant on Investment
Location :

Vientiane, Lao PDR

Application Deadline :
Type of Contract :

Local Consultant (based within the Investment Promotion
Department, MPI)

Post Number :
Supervision:

Director of Investment Promotion Department (1st
reporting officer); International technical advisor working
within MPI (2nd reporting officer)

Languages Required :

Lao, English

Duration of Initial Contract :

One year (with possibility of extension , probation of three
months)

1. Background
Environmental management is central to the health, livelihoods and vulnerability of poor people in Asia and
the Pacific. Mainstreaming seeks to improve environment outcomes that contribute to achieving the MDGs.
Governments and other stakeholders improve environment outcomes that matter to p oor people by
mainstreaming poverty environment issues into key processes and their implementation – including national
plans, sectoral strategies, environmental policies, economic decision making and subnational planning. The
UN and other development part ners can encourage mainstreaming by expanding knowledge and
strengthening capacity, incentives and institutional processes to give a higher priority to environment issues
that matter to poor people.
The Joint UNEP and UNDP Poverty -Environment Initiative (PEI) was formulated in Lao PDR to integrate pro poor environmental concerns and opportunities in the national development planning, implementation and
budgeting processes. PEI will provide targeted support to the Government of Lao PDR’s on -going efforts to
achieve poverty reduction through sustainable natural resource management. PEI programme will be
implemented over a period of 3 1 months (May 2009 – December 2011) by the Ministry of Planning and
Investment (MPI) and provincial authorities in targeted pro vinces with support from the UNDP CO Lao PDR.
Its expected outputs include the integration of poverty -environment linkages in the 7th National Socio
Economic Development Plan (NSEDP), awareness raising of the National Assembly in the areas of natural
resource management and sustainable management of investment for poverty reduction and environmental
sustainability.
UNDP wishes to recruit a consultant for 12 months (with a probation period of three months and option to
extend the contract until December 20 11) to provide support to the implementation of the PEI programme
in Lao PDR, in particular, the achievement of Output 2 – focusing on improving capacity of national and
provincial authorities to plan and manage investment in a manner that minimizes social and environmental
impacts. This consultant will be based within the Investment Promotion Department (IPD) of the Ministry of
Planning and Investment (MPI) .
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2. Duties and Responsibilities
Summary of Key Functions:
Support the implementation of the Lao PD R Poverty Environment Initiative, with focus on activities that
build government capacity to plan and manage investment .
The Consultant will be a member of the PEI team that assists IPD and provincial authorities with the
implementation of training and pol icy activities related to planning and managing investment as well as
developing related research. The consultant will be located within IPD in the Ministry of Planning and
Investment for the duration of his/her contract with frequent travel to selected pr ovinces. Within the
context of the PEI country programme, he/she will have the following duties:
-

-

Coordinate PEI’s support to the IPD in the Ministry of Planning and Investment under the guidance
of an international technical advisor
Promote increased awa reness in the Lao PDR on the poverty -environment linkages and the
economic benefits of investment that minimizes social and environmental impacts – drafting of
communications materials and other essential documentation.
Provide comprehensive support includ ing technical services, logistical assistance, and basic
translation to implementation of PEI in Lao PDR.

Overall output expectations:
-

Substantial technical, administrative and logistical assistance to the implementation of the PEI
country programme (Apr il 2009-December 2011)
Effective achievement of the PEI sub -outputs for Output 2 of the PEI workplan
Effective liaison role between the PEI support and other government partners

Responsibilities
1.

Coordinate PEI’s support to the Investment Promotion Department in the Ministry of Planning and
Investment and the provincial authorities on the Investment component of PEI under the guidance
of the Project Manager and the international technical advisor based at MPI:
- Provide technical inputs to the development of t echnical papers, investment strategies and
research projects
- Assist the consultations with national and provincial stakeholders and the delivery of
training sessions at national and sub -national levels over a range of topics including:
drafting investment strategies, designing investment contracts, monitoring investment
compliance, promoting and attracting investment that minimizes environmental and social
impacts, implementing the new Investment Law (2009) etc.
- Assist the organization of workshops and logi stics associated with the investment
component of PEI
- Support provincial, district and village based planning, training and investment
management exercises
- Support the development of regular reports (e.g. annual report, quarterly reports)
- Participate in project monthly meetings

2.
3.

Support the day -to-day operation of the PEI’s component of the investment support project in the
Investment Promotion Department and the Provincial authorities
Support MPI to apply existing analysis and research on the environmenta l and social costs and
benefits of investment choices to develop a strategic approach to investment at the national level
- Provide research and technical inputs to the development of technical papers and support
international technical advisor based within MPI
- Support MPI to apply existing analysis and research on the environmental and social costs
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and benefits of investment choices to develop a strategic approach to investment at the
national level
- Work with contractors and technical staff, in coordination with the National Land
Management Authority, WREA to design and manage an online database in Lao and English
of concessions in Lao PDR
4.

Promote increased awareness in the Lao PDR on the importance of poverty -environment linkages
drafting of communications m aterials and other essential documentation:
- Preparation of awareness raising and communication materials.
- Drafting of materials including relevant official letters, speeches, media coverage.
- English – Lao – English translation of materials.

5.

Provide comprehensive support including technical services, logistical assistance, and basic
translation to implementation of the Poverty and Environment Initiative (PEI) in Lao PDR:
- Collection, analysis and presentation of background information for the implementation o f
PEI Programme.
- Drafting of PEI related documents, as required and requested.
- Assistance in the organization of meetings, drafting correspondence and logistics
associated with the PEI
- Logistical and translation support for workshops and training activiti es

6.

Other activities as assigned.

3. Technical Outputs and Due Dates

Technical outputs

Due Date

Brief progress report to be provided on a monthly
basis which states activities undertaken, problems
encountered and activity plan for the follo wing
monthly

On the last day
of month

Technical outputs as defined in the monthly work
plan

Within given
deadlines

Payment
date

Monthly
basis

Total

4. Qualifications
Education
Post graduate qualification preferred but not essential. University degree in busine ss, economics,
development related field and/or planning with knowledge of macro economic trends and investment in Lao
PDR, socio-economic aspects of sustainable development and corporate social responsibility. Experience in
private sector and knowledge of poverty environment issues, natural resource management and the
principles and application of integrated spatial planning would be beneficial.
Work Experience
At least seven years of programme/project experience is required at the national or internationa l level,
preferably working with investment and concessions approval and management process, or alternatively of
senior private sector experience with a background. Experience working in the area of corporate social
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responsibility (CSR), macroeconomic man agement, rural development, poverty reduction and / or
environmental management required.
Other Skills/ Competencies
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Strong interpersonal skills with ability to establish and maintain effective work relationships
with people of different national and cultu ral backgrounds;
Excellent coordination skills, with ability to work under pressure and handle multiple activities
and projects concurrently,
Ability to work independently and to participate effectively in a team based information sharing
environment;
Knowledge of UNEP, UNDP and the UN system, including the UN common country
programming process an advantage;
Strong communication skills with ability to express ideas clearly, both orally and in writing;
Fluency in spoken and written English is essential;
Full computer literacy.
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ANNEX 2. TERMS OF REFERENCE: INTERNATIONAL TECHNICAL
ADVISOR

UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
JOB DESCRIPTION

I. Position Information
Job Title:

Environmental Economist (International Technical Advisor)

Department:

Environment Unit

Reports to:

Deputy Resident Representative

Pre-classified Grade:

P-4

II. Organisational Context
Lao PDR is situated at the heart of the Greater Mekong Sub -region (GMS) bordering all the other five
GMS countries (Cambodia, People’s Republic of China, Myanmar, Thailand and Viet Nam). Lao PDR is
currently classified as a ‘Landlocked and Least Developed Country’ (LLDC) and is considered by the
international community to be one of the poorest countries in the world. With an estimated per capita income of US $580, a population of around 5.7 million, and a land area of 236,800 km2, Lao
PDR has significant natural resources, including forestry and minerals, as well as hydropower
potential. In spite of a declining share, agriculture is still the largest sector in the Lao economy,
contributing 42 percent to the country’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in 2006 and employing nearly
80 percent of the labour force. At the national scale, natural resources contribute to three qua rters of
the per capita GDP, more than 90% of the employment, almost 60% of exports and foreign exchange
earning, just under a third of government revenues and nearly half of foreign direct investment
inflows.
Lao PDR is currently faced with key environmen tal challenges including deforestation, biodiversity
loss, depleting fish stocks, inadequate access to clean water and sanitation to rural populations,
inappropriate use of chemicals and climate change and natural disasters. The Millennium
Development Goal s 2008 Mid-Term Report for Lao PDR indicates that MDG7 is unlikely to be met by
2015 without significant and substantial efforts on behalf of the Government of Lao PDR and donors.
Given the close linkages between environmental health and poverty, levels of malnutrition, health,
income and others, sustainable natural resource management is critical for the Lao PDR to achieve
the MDGs.
The recent rapid influx of Foreign Direct Investment has been an important source for government
revenues and force for acce lerating economic growth. In 2008, USD 2,807 million of FDI has been
implemented with a further USD 659 million approved over a combined 146 projects. The increasing
demand from other countries for Lao PDR’s abundant natural resources is further accelerati ng the
pace of the exploitation of these resources frequently, with many associated challenges. This rapid
development of investment activities is putting increasing pressure on the environment and the
natural resource base upon which many rural people rel y for their livelihoods. These investments
currently include agricultural plantations, mining, hydropower, wood and wood products as well as
major infrastructure and industrial development projects.
In order to support the efforts of the Government of Lao PDR in addressing these poverty environmental challenges, the Joint UNDP -UNEP Poverty Environment Initiative (PEI) will focus on
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strengthening capacity of targeted central and provincial authorities to integrate poverty environment concerns and opportunit ies in key development planning processes. The Initiative is not
one stand-alone project but has been designed primarily to provide targeted support to ongoing
programmes. The PEI Framework outlines four outputs to achieve the expected outcome of PEI Lao
PDR. Firstly, PEI will strengthen poverty -environment linkages in the 7th NSEDP, supporting evidence based and policy relevant research in a manner that places environmental sustainability at the core of
the government’s development planning practices. Seco ndly, support will be provided to the
Investment Promotion Department of the Ministry of Planning and Investment (MPI) and provincial
authorities to manage investments in a manner that seeks to minimize social and environmental
impacts. Thirdly, a program me of support to the Water Resources and Environment Administration
(WREA) will seek to strengthen Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA) processes. Finally,
PEI will target the National Assembly to enhance their awareness of poverty -environment issues and
to strengthen the capacities of National Assembly members to actively integrate poverty environment considerations when reviewing policies and legislation. The proposed timeframe for PEI
Lao PDR is 31 months: May 2009 to end December 2011.
Under the overall guidance of Director General of the Investment Promotion Department of MPI, the
Environmental Economist will be responsible for the effective delivery of the PEI Framework, in
particular, the Output 1 (Strengthening Poverty -Environment Linkages in the 7th National Socio
Economic Development Plan), Output 2 (Management of investment for poverty reduction and
environmental sustainability) and Output 4 (Awareness raising and capacity strengthening of the
National Assembly in environment and natu ral resources management). The Environmental
Economist will be situated within the Investment Promotion Department of MPI to perform day -today management of the Output 2 and provide advice and support to the effective implementation of
the Output 2. The E nvironmental Economist will also provide expert inputs to the PEI component of
the existing NSEDP project as outlined in the Output 1 and the Joint UN programme on support to
effective Lao PDR National Assembly (SELNA) as defined in the Output 4.
The day-to-day work of the Technical Advisor will be guided by Director General of the Investment
Promotion Department to ensure the effective implementation of the project work plans and
enhance national ownership and results. The management of the Technical Adv isor performance
assessment will be the responsibility of the Deputy Resident Representative - Programmes, working in
consultation with the project stakeholders and close consultation and coordination with the other
national directors involved with PEI, na mely the National Director for ESIA activities in WREA, and the
National Director for the UN Joint Programme of support to the National Assembly (SELNA).
III. Functions / Key Results Expected
Summary of key functions:
§

Strategic guidance and advice to th e Government of Lao PDR to develop effectively consider
poverty-environment in national planning and budgetary processes

§

Provision of technical, capacity building and institutional support to the Government to
ensure effective and timely delivery of the Po verty-Environment Initiative Framework in Lao
PDR

§

Provide leadership on poverty -environment issues within the UN and strengthen
partnerships/coordination with key stakeholders for better coordinated support for pro -poor
natural resource management

1.

Strategic guidance and advice to the Government of Lao PDR to develop effectively consider
poverty-environment in national planning and budgetary processes:

•

Provide technical, capacity building and institutional strengthening support to the
Government on poverty -environment linkages and the importance of their consideration
within national planning and budgetary processes.
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•

Provide policy advice, strategic guidance and knowledge -sharing related to poverty environment linkages to the Government.

•

Ensure the development of cross-project linkages with other relevant projects and
programmes for mutually reinforcing impact.

•

Promote information sharing and facilitate dialogue within the donor community by
supporting the Government to initiate consultative meetings and pr epare briefs and policy
papers on poverty-environment linkages.

2.

Provision of technical, capacity building and institutional support to the Government to
implement the Poverty -Environment Initiative in Lao PDR:
•

Draft necessary strategic documents conc erning project implementation, such as policy
papers, and work plans etc.

•

Ensure the participation and involvement of relevant stakeholders in project activities.

•

Ensure the timeliness and quality of the outputs as well as timely preparation of reports
on achievements and challenges faced within the project.

•

Ensure delivery of resources and results according to planned targets.

•

Ensure the development of cross -project linkages with other relevant projects and
programmes for mutually reinforcing impact.

•

Promote identification and synthesis of best practices and lessons learned for
organizational sharing and learning.

•

Key activities to be undertaken by the Incumbent under Output 2 of the PEI Framework
include (but are not limited to):

•

-

Review the institutions a nd processes of investment management at the national
and sub-national levels;

-

Assess national and sub -national level capacities to manage investments and
capacity building needs (Baseline assessment) ;

-

Undertake training for key government staff at the nat ional and sub -national levels
to support better informed investment management through analysis and research
on social and environmental costs and benefits of investment choices;

-

Developing a national investment strategy and provincial investment strategy for
selected provinces;

-

Identify pro-poor and pro -environment investment options;

-

Provide joint technical advisory and capacity building to screen and negotiate
investments and to monitor and enforce investment compliance;

-

Strengthening the role of communi ty consultation (at district -kumban-village level)
to inform investment decisions, management and monitoring.

Key activities to be undertaken by the Incumbent under Output 1 of the PEI Framework
include (but are not limited to):
th

-

Support development of tech nical policy briefs on priority themes of the 7 NSEDP;

-

Strengthen capacities to integrate key poverty -environmental issues into national
and sub-national planning guidelines and support the implementation of the
guidelines through joint workshops at the sub-national level;

-

Support the development of a core list of poverty -environment indicators for
approval by the Government and support their inclusion in the 7 th NSEDP
monitoring & evaluation system through close collaboration with the Statistics
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Department and the National Statistics Bureau;
-

•

3.

Support the identification and implementation of policy -relevant researches jointly
with relevant national research institutes and the UNEP Division of Environmental
Policy Implementation on, e.g. economic valuation of ecosystem services, cost benefit analysis, environmental fiscal reforms, community -based natural resource
management and support the integration of the research findings into the final 7th
NSEDP document

Key activities to be undertaken by the Incumbent under Output 4 of the PEI Framework
include (but are not limited to):
-

Undertake awareness raising activities to improve National Assembly members’
awareness and understanding of key poverty -environment linkages in planning,
budgeting and legislative proces ses

-

Support the National Assembly’s substantive involvement in law making and
monitoring of the key poverty -environment related policies

-

Assess and improve the current mechanisms for handling petitions and complaints
related to environment and natural reso urces management by the National
Assembly

•

Coordinate PEI’s support to the ESIA Department of WREA under Output 3 of the PEI
Framework

•

Other activities as assigned (within the framework of PEI) .

Advocacy and Partnerships
•

Strengthen partnerships/coordinati on with key stakeholders, particularly the donors,
private sector, and the government fora to identify opportunities, formulate joint
initiatives with maximum impacts and efficiency, minimize duplication of efforts and
reduce transaction costs.

•

Provide leadership on poverty -environment issues within the UN in collaboration with
other key UN partners.

•

Promote information sharing and facilitate dialogue within the donor community by
supporting the Government to initiate consultative meetings and prepare brief s and
policy papers on poverty -environment linkages.

IV. Impact of Results
The key results of the successful implementation of the PEI Framework in Lao PDR will lead to
improved capacity of targeted national and provincial government authorities to inte grate
environmental concerns and opportunities for poverty reduction in key development planning and
implementation processes.
V. Competencies
Corporate Responsibility & Direction:
q

Serves and promotes the vision, mission, values, and strategic goals of UNDP and UNEP

People Skills:
q

Recognizes and responds appropriately to the ideas, interests, and concerns of others; gives
credit to the contributions of others

Managing for Results:
q

Plans and prioritizes work activities to meet organizational goals
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Partnering & Networking:
q

Builds and sustains relationships with key constituents (internal/external/ bilateral/
multilateral/public/private; civil society)

Innovation & Judgment:
q

Conceptualizes and analyzes problems to identify key issues, underlying problems, a nd how they
relate

q

Generates creative, practical approaches to overcome challenging situations

q

Devises new systems and processes, and modifies existing ones, to support innovative behaviors

Communication:
q

Demonstrates excellent and effective written and or al communication skills

q

Demonstrates effective communication skills in a multidisciplinary working environment

q

Demonstrate respect to knowledge and culture and religion in a multidisciplinary working
environment

Job Knowledge & Expertise:
q

Applies the requi red depth and breadth of knowledge and expertise to meet job demands

q

Uses Information Technology effectively as a tool and resource

VI. Recruitment Qualifications
Education:

Master degree or advanced degrees in environmental economics,
environmental management/policy or other related fields
A minimum of 7 years of relevant professional experience working
on environment/resources management related to economics
Experience in conducting policy analysis and providing policy
advice on sustai nable natural resource management at senior
level
Knowledge and professional experience in national investment
management to maximize social benefits and minimize
environmental impacts

Experience:

In-depth understanding of environmental sustainability issues,
and their practical implications for sustainable development
processes
Proven record in the writing of research papers, policy analysis
and recommendations, reports and publications
Previous work experience in South East Asia or developing
countries is desirable
Excellent computer skills, including full working knowledge of
standard word processing, spreadsheet and presentation software
packages

Language Requirements:

Excellent oral and written communication skills in English;
knowledge of Lao language is an asse t
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ANNEX 3. INITIAL OFFLINE RISK LOG
#

Description

Date
Identified

Type

Impact (I) &
Probability (P)

Countermeasures/
response

Mngt

Owner

Submitt
ed,
updated
by

Project
Manager

Chief,
Env. Unit

June 09

No
change

Note: scale 1 -5 (5 being the
highest)

1

The Government agencies
directly associate with the
project management and
implementation have limited
qualified staff, do not assign
sufficient or appropriate staff

13 March 09

Human Resource
and institutional
Capacity

I= 4
P= 4

Operational

Different levels of technology
and technical capacities reduce
government participation in
provincial areas
P=2
I=3

The types of planning and management
tools used by this project will be as
diverse as possible to cope with the
different levels of technology and
technical capacities that are available at
the provincial and national levels.
Technical capacity will be ascertained
where feasible with a gender lens.

Project
Manager

Chief,
Env. Unit

June 09

No
change

-Observation of the working relation by
MPI and UNDP Lao
-Organization of r egular project meeting s

Project
Manager

Chief,
Env. Unit

June 09

No
change

Monitor by regular project meeting

Project
Manger

Chief, Env.
Unit

June 09

No
change

Prepare all necessary documentation (e.g.
ToR, ad, etc) in advance, tap rosters, plan
interviews ahead to secure interviewers

Project
Manger

Chief, Env.
Unit

June 09

No
change

Insufficient capacity of
stakeholders in provincial sites

3

Poor project coordination
leads to low participation of
stakeholders and the
implementation process is
slower than anticipated

4

Certain decision making and /
or activity implementation
delayed

June 09

Organizational /
operational

5

Recruitment of key personnel
delayed or not materialized

June 09

Operational

13 March 09

Status

- Observation of the working relation by
MPI and UNDP Lao
- Organization of regular project meeting
to discuss the issues, refine the
management/action plans and
implementation strategy

2

13 March 09

Last
Updat
e

Operational &
Programmatic
/Organizational
Regulatory

P=4
I=4

This will undermine confidence
in the project. It wil l also entail
cost implications
P=3
I=4
It may hinder delivery of
planned output(s) and activity
result(s)
P=2
I=4
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ANNEX 4: INITIAL MONITORING AND COMMUNICATION PLAN
Types of Monitoring and Communication
Action

Types of
Stakeholders

Method of
Monitoring and
Communication

Due/Timeline for Each Type of
Monitoring and
Communication

Annual Work Plans

ProjectàUNDP

Report

Annually

Annual Procurement and HR Plan

ProjectàUNDP

Report/document

Annually

Quarterly workplans and progress reports

ProjectàUNDP

Report

Quarterly

Monthly Project Workplan, Financial and Progress
Report

Project

Report/document

Monthly

Monthly project meeting

Project—UNDP

Face-to-Face

Project Board Meeting Report

Project BoardàUNDP

Report

Monthly (signed minutes to be
submitted within 5 working days)
Quarterly

Updated risk, issue, lessons learned logs and
communication and monitoring plan

ProjectàUNDP

Report

Quarterly

Audit

UNDPàProject

Visit, Report

Annually

Audit Implementation Action Plan

ProjectàUNDP

Report

At least quarterly

Spot Check

UNDPàProject

Visit, Report

Quarterly per IP

Annual review meeting and progress repor ts

ProjectàUNDP

Report

Annually

Quarterly Project Combine Delivery Report

UNDPàProject

Report

Quarterly

FACE (Fund Authorization and Certificate of
Expenditures) Form and other POA documentations,
including monthly Bank Reconciliation record, advance
record

ProjectàUNDP

Report/documents

Quarterly

UNDP Monthly Exchange Rate

UNDPàProject

Document

Monthly

Quarterly Project Direct Payment List

ProjectàUNDP

Report/document

Quarterly

(Evaluation)

UNDPàProject

Visit, Report

Only when planned

Date of
Completed
Action

Status of
Action

Initial Risk Log
developed
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